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346 NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS 

EPICURUS ON SEX, MARRIAGE, AND CHILDREN 

This paper reconsiders some familiar evidence, and introduces a new piece of 
evidence, in order to clarify Epicurus' attitudes towards two topics: sex on the one 
hand, and marriage and child-rearing on the other. Flouting propriety, I shall take 
up sex before marriage. 

I. EPICURUS ON SEX 

In an excellent article on the Epicurean telos, Jeffrey Purinton has argued that the 
scholarly community has misunderstood Epicurus' attitude toward sex, because it 
has mistranslated a key phrase.1 

In D.L. 10.118 we read: 

CYUVovCYi1 &, (paGiv, d6VrCYf P?V 0o6?L0TE, ayal7lOV 6? ?i Pt KCat ?P3aiy. 

There is also a version of this text in the Vatican Sayings (VS 51), differing only by 
the omission of the Kai. Translators have traditionally rendered the version with Kai 
along the lines of: 

They say that sex is never beneficial, and you are very lucky (or, "it is surprising," or 
"it is marvellous") if it does not do harm as well. 

So understood, commentators have taken Epicurus to be sounding a cautious note 
about sex. The desire for sex is natural, of course: its universality through all nations, 
tribes, and species attests to this. But it is not necessary; no pain ensues on its non- 
satisfaction. And sexual activity frequently has harmful consequences-indeed, it is 
a surprising thing, you are very lucky, if it does not have such consequences. The 
satisfaction of sexual desire so frequently leads to pains of familiar and well- 
catalogued kinds that the Epicurean calculator will seldom, perhaps never, judge it 
prudent to pursue sexual pleasures. 

Purinton agrees in placing sexual desire among the natural non-necessaries. But 
he thinks that the last phrase has been misunderstood, in a way that makes Epicu- 
rus more hostile toward sex than he was. The proper translation on his view is as 
follows :2 

[They] say that sex never benefits, but it is desirable, provided that it does not harm. 

In a footnote, he points out that Cicero translated it in his way:3 

genus hoc voluptatum optabile esse, si non obsit, prodesse numquam 

So translated, the passage provides a more positive assessment of sex: sex is desir- 
able. And the proviso concerning harm is not a gloomy prediction of probable dam- 

1. "Epicurus on the Telos," Phronesis 38 (1993): 281-320. The merits of this article are many and 
varied; I cavil with one point, but find value in others. 

2. Purinton, "Epicurus," 310, his italics. Although he translates the version from the Vatican Sayings 
that lacks the Kai, it would not be difficult for him to accommodate it. He would presumably then interpret 
the sentence along the lines of " . . . provided it does not do harm, as well (sc. as satisfying the desire)." 

3. Cic. Tusc. 5.94. 
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NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS 347 

ages, but only the normal prudential tag that would be equally applicable to, for 
example, rich foods. Thus Purinton's translation transforms a generally pessimistic 
assessment of sex, and a general admonition to avoid it, into a more neutral or even 
positive assessment of its place in the pantheon of pleasures. 

Is there a way of deciding between the translations? I believe that there is, but it 
is unfortunately tedious. The method is simply to inspect other passages of Greek 
prose containing phrases of the form dyamriov i ... or ayamriov di t .. ., to see 
whether, in general, they tend to mean "and it is desirable, so long as etc.," as Pur- 
inton has it, or "and it is surprising if etc.," that is, "you should count yourself lucky 
if etc.," as the traditional view has it. I here present four passages that I believe are 
representative, the first two without uip and the second two with it. 

(1) Of hunting-dogs, Arrian tells us, the female is generally faster than the male; 
but a good male is still a more valuable possession.4 It is better at hard work, it is 
uninterrupted by seasonal complications, and a good male is harder to find than a 
good female. Furthermore, the male dog, though slower, will keep its speed into 
its tenth year of age, but with the females: 

7yan7ErTov di KaCi ?q E?PXTOV -Oq 6tapvUka4Etav 10 (6KV 

"Speed is a desirable thing, so long as they preserve it even into the fifth year"? 
No, that won't do. Surely what it means is, "with the females, it is surprising if they 
preserve their speed even into the fifth year." And, by implication, they rarely do. 

(2) Galen comments on Hippocrates' saying that life is short and the art is long.5 
None of us is capable of both creating the medical art and perfecting it in one 
lifetime: 

a(kk' dy7ac-6v di ntkoXit ?EC lR T&v C0pEO?V oi PET7EZtTa EapakaPPavovTEq Kai Tt 

npOcYTIOVTFcq aklToi clV?kTcatp?v ToT0 aTlnv. 

"But it is desirable, so long as those who come later, by taking over earlier dis- 
coveries and adding something of their own, should some day perfect it"? No, that 
won't do. Surely what it means is, "and in fact it will be a lucky thing if, through long 
eons of intergenerational collaboration, it should eventually be brought to perfec- 
tion." So difficult is the art that, far from being within reach of one life span, it may 
not even be within the grasp of many. 

(3) Aelius Aristides begs leave to speak with frankness: it will not please his 
hearers, but that is necessary to dispel the madness in their minds.6 And after all, 
doctors do not cure by doing everything for the sake of the patient's pleasure: 

Xkk' dyainq6v ?i Pnti la 7Xid PEt1 &q6iaq. 

"But it is desirable, so long as they do the majority of things without unpleasant- 
ness"? No, that won't do. Surely what it means is, "and in fact it is surprising if 
most of their cures are not outright painful." And, by implication, most of their cures 
are painful. 

4. Arr. Cyn. 32.2. 
5. Gal. in Hipp. Aph. (Kuhn 17b.352). 
6. Aristid. Peri homonoias tais polesin (Jebb, p. 533). 
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348 NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS 

(4) Become the paid companion of a wealthy patron, Lucian tells us, and im- 
mediately you will have lost the name of a free man. You may think your new 
position gives you power and prestige, but everyone else will deem you a slave:7 

Kai dyanqlT6v ?i p6VOV 16 aiCYp6v npOCYnV 1, nP67paTl, 60oiOV etVT' UEUX?O1 6OK?iV, 

oi & t6vot Pi KaT&a ToiV 2Tvv ro06oU otKETa;. 

"And this is desirable, so long as it brings only shame, and not the pains of ser- 
vitude"? No, that won't do. Surely what it means is, "and you will be lucky if it is 
only the name of a slave that you get, and not the life of a slave, too." 

I have found many other passages in which this is clearly the sense.8 More im- 
portantly, as Bacon noted, I have found no passages with the contrary sense. But of 
course this does not mean that there are none to be found. The advocate of Purin- 
ton's position, it seems to me, must now shoulder the burden of proof, by bringing 
forward a passage in which the phrase is used in the way he suggests. 

But one further point should be made, while these examples and the original Epi- 
curean line are still before our eyes. In all of the instances that I have found, the 
neuter ay7auTi6v does not modify some particular word or phrase within the clause, 
but rather is an impersonal construction introducing the proposition that occurs 
after it. So, what is y7anflT6v is "that you should receive only shame, and not 
worse," or "that most cures are not positively painful," and so on. In the case of 
Epicurus, what is dya' r tIv is "that sex should not actually harm you." On Purin- 
ton's construal, it must modify cuvoucyi1, contrary to the syntax in all of the pas- 
sages I have found. 

Until very weighty evidence is brought forward to the contrary, it seems to me 
that we should feel confident that the traditional translation is the right one: sex 
is never beneficial, and you are lucky if it doesn't actually harm you-by implica- 
tion, it usually does. The sentence does not say "sex is desirable"; the syntax does 
not connect those two words. As to Cicero's translation, I reluctantly conclude that 
he, like Purinton, simply got it wrong. 

II. EPICURUS ON MARRIAGE AND CHILD-REARING 

Did Epicurus advise the sage to marry and rear children, or did he deprecate the 
practice? Two connected problems obscure the Epicurean position. The first is that 
there is evidence to support both views. The second is that our best piece of evi- 
dence, D.L. 10.1 19, is flawed by textual corruption, in such a way that its meaning 
is ambiguous. 

Several discussions have attempted to weigh all of the evidence and come up with 
a consistent position.9 I shall express my allegiance straight off: I think that Epicurus 

7. Luc. Merc. Cond. 25. I count this as an example of the form "dyamriT6v Ei p . " since the ar- 

mature of the syntax is "you will be lucky if you don't receive pains." 
8. See the list of citations in LSJ s.v. 2, and add: Alex. Aphr. Fat. 197.27; Dio Chrys. 17.6; Gal. de 

Crisibus K. 9.590; Ph. Leg. Alleg. 3.10; Plu. Praecepta 800c8; Xen. Cyr. 3.3.37. The idiom also appears 
with forms of dyanrds itself (e.g., Lys. 12.11: "I asked him for funds, but he said I might count myself 
lucky to come away alive," 6 6' &Yaltiocsv pE eApctKEV, ?i TO o0(rpa o6ow). 

9. C. W. Chilton, "Did Epicurus Approve of Marriage? A Study of Diogenes Laertius X, 119," Phrone- 
sis 5 (1960): 71-74; A. Grilli, "Epicuro e il Matrimonio," Risista Critica di Storia della Philosophia 26 
(1970): 5 1-56; R. D. Brown, Lucretius on Lose and Sex (Leiden, 1987), 119-20. M. Nussbaum has a brief 
and sensible endorsement of Chilton's position in The Therapy of Desire (Princeton, 1994): 152-53. 
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NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS 349 

advised against marriage and child-rearing for the most part, but permitted it in 
exceptional cases. This is not a new position. But previous discussions have not 
given sufficient weight to evidence and arguments that strengthen its credentials. 
Furthermore, the solution of a textual crux may give us a new piece of evidence, and 
at the same time remove a floating fragment from the Epicurean corpus (frag. 591 
Us.), whose loss we shall not mourn. 

There is extensive evidence, best collected by Chilton, that later readers took the 
Epicureans to be hostile to marriage and child-rearing. The evidence was sufficient 
to persuade Casaubon and Gassendi that the text of D.L. 10.1 19 should be emended, 
from reading: 

Kaci PuV Kat yctjP?tV KCttal TEKV0O1ftCYE1V I6V co(p6v 
(i.e., "And indeed the wise man will both marry and rear children") 

to reading: 

Kai pm6k Kati ya7tlcYEtV KCai TEKV0O1ftCYE1V I6V co(p6v 
(Hicks: "Nor, again, will the wise man marry") 

Chilton agreed that the original text could not be right, but favored emending to the 
syntactically more regular: 

0O6u PJV Kat ya7tlcYEtv KaCi TKV01tCYE1V . . . 

while retaining something like Hicks' translation. 
I too am persuaded that the original must be emended, and am equally happy with 

either of the two emendations. I also agree with Chilton that strong confirmation is 
found in the next line of Diogenes' text: 

Ka-a nEpicYTacYtV 6U ZTo1? Piou yaPn*Etv 

"But sometimes, in an exceptional circumstance in life, the wise man will marry"; 
this exception proves to us what the rule must have been. If there were not a general 
prohibition, there would be no need to make allowances for the odd case. 

Not all critics have been convinced, however, and so it is time to bring forward 
new arguments. Curiously, I have not seen any modern10 critic make full use of Ep- 
icurus' own words, to show that he did sometimes advise certain Epicurean philoso- 
phers to marry and to rear children. These may be found in his will (D.L. 10.16-2 1), 
in which he orders his executors to care for various children'1 until they come of 
age, as well as to arrange that the daughter of Metrodorus should be married to 
whomever Hermarchus should choose from among his students of philosophy, and 
to provide a dowry for her.12 These executors were Epicurean philosophers, and he 

10. Charles Brittain reminds me that Cicero himself refers to the provisions in the will for the children 
of Metrodorus at De Finibus 2.98. The point made there is similar in its polemical intent, but directed more 
broadly at Epicurus' hedonism, and not specifically at the question of marriage and child-rearing. 

l1. D.L. 10.19: 'Entspeeioftsoav 6? . . . T0o Uio6 T0o MzTPO66POU . .. 6ooT6ss 6? Tzfj OuyTP6; Tfi' 
MflTPO6POU TPV ?IRPOUeaV sotEioOsoaV, Kai ig 1XtKiaV 0o00o5oaV ?K6OT5OOV i &v -EppapXo; ZkrTat 
TsJ(Pvs).toYPooVTzsV pET' aOTOi . . . bt66TsoV 6' Ei; TpOgPiV T06TOts . . . (k6icbOpt is the standard word for 
"to give away in marriage"). See also the further instructions in 10.21. 

12. D.L. 10.20: TrV 6? ltpOiKa T6 0i?Et rat&biW, ?7tC5&V Ei; fltKiaV DAn, ptpsodTrsoV . . . 
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bids them see to the rearing of children. The student of Hermarchus will have been 
an Epicurean philosopher, and he bids him be married. Moreover, Metrodorus' 
daughter herself may have been an Epicurean philosopher. 

These texts, then, show that Epicurus did permit and indeed encourage marriage 
and child-rearing-not as a rule, but for certain Epicureans, in certain circum- 
stances. And they also indicate what sort of circumstances these were. I do not infer 
from this, however, that in his formal treatments of the topic he propounded lists of 
exceptional circumstances; indeed, he may never have mentioned the possibility of 
exceptions at all. The evidence of D.L. 10.119 might just as easily reflect later 
Epicurean attempts to make sense of the will itself, or comparable informal com- 
ments. In his treatises, he may have said things that seemed to express a universal 
prohibition; this would explain the impressions of later readers. But his will shows 
that he made allowances. I am inclined to think that it is philosophically consistent 
for him to do so. This is not one of those cases that Cicero likes to harp on, in which 
Epicurus managed to be a good man by being a bad Epicurean.13 But in either case, 
the will does support the second sentence in D.L. 10.1 19 (KaTa& wpriTaUtv etc.), and 

thus indirectly supports the emendation of the first sentence. By and large, Epicurus 
will advise Epicureans not to marry, but sometimes, in exceptional circumstances, he 
will advise certain of them to marry. 14 

What, though, shall we say about child-rearing? For that too is enjoined upon 
Epicureans in the will-again, not upon Epicureans in general, but at least upon 
certain Epicureans, namely the executors of the will. And yet D.L. 10.1 19 mentions 
no exception for rearing children. Instead, the text turns to two new maxims, uncon- 
nected to the earlier topics and to one another: 

Kai 6tazpa7ncTsEOai TtvaS. o06& Ps V VipiCtV Pv t qOcltv 6 'E2TiKoupol iV T4O 

UIpnocyio . 

The second of these (frag. 63 Us.) makes little sense, and has been subjected to mass 
emendation. I follow Hermann and Hicks in preferring kqpiElv; "he will not talk 
nonsense when he is drinking." The first one (frag. 591 Us.) is equally curious, and 
no convincing translation has been proposed. The following are at least attested as 
attempts: 

Hicks (followed by LSJ): Some too will turn aside from their purpose 
Bailey: He will feel shame in the presence of some persons 
Chilton: And some people he will avoid 

There is disagreement over whether the future passive is being used with a transitive 
sense (Bailey and Chilton, retaining "the wise man" as the singular subject and tak- 
ing Ttvaq as the object) or with an intransitive sense (Hicks, in which case the plural 
Ttvaq becomes subject). In either case it is taken to have an active or middle force.15 

13. E.g., Fin. 2.80. The same assessment is given by Epictetus (Diatribes 3.7.17). While so-called Sto- 
ics talk a fine line but do not live up to it, the Epicureans are just as inconsistent in the opposite direction: 
they preach vicious doctrines but do noble things. 

14. This will also confirm the testimony of Seneca (frag. 45 Haas), quoted by Chilton, that "Epicu- 
rus ... raro dicit sapienti ineunda coniugia...... 

15. For lists of such deponents see, e.g., Smyth ?806-13. 
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Unfortunately, none of these translations is even slightly satisfactory so far as 
doctrine goes, and none coheres with the context. Gassendi took the bull by the 
horns and changed 6tatpanoccOat to tcKvOrIotSiotv, which Chilton calls "a very 
violent and unjustified change." Chilton is right that it is too violent to accept, but it 
is not wholly unjustified. For Gassendi was right to strive for a consensus integer 
cum priore parte;16 marriage and children have been yoked in the last sentence, and 
ought to be yoked here. Furthermore, they are habitually yoked together in other 
parallel discussions of the conduct of sages, Epicurean and otherwise. Let us look at 
a few. 

In Diogenes we are told that the Stoic sage will both marry and get children (Kai 
yapncYEtv ... Kai nat6oirotncscEOat, D.L. 7.121), and this is repeated verbatim in 
Stobaeus (Kai y7p yapncEtd v KQt irait6oirotjcs?cEOat, SVF 3.686). 

In Epictetus' discussions of the Cynic sage,17 he attributes to them the view that 
in a proper Cynic polis, their sage will both marry and rear children, and that the 
children will be raised in proper Cynic fashion: 

OU6&V KO)kUCYt Kai y7Pat a6ToV Kai 7boZoM0tvtWOat . . . Kati Ta 7tat6ia 06TO) 

&vaTpaqp4Tat. 

It would be very nice, then, if we could retain this two-fold subject matter in our 
passage of Diogenes. And the last words quoted from Epictetus show us how to 
do it, so as to honor Gassendi's instinct, without offending Chilton's scruples. I pro- 
pose that we emend as follows: 

KaQT 7tcpioTartV 6& 7tOT, ,BiOu 7caPtItV Kai (nat)&ia TPa(PqCoCOai TtVa;. 

and translate: 

But sometimes, in exceptional circumstances, certain sages will marry and rear 
children. 

If this emendation is right, then the passage does not give a general license to Epi- 
cureans to beget new offspring (the TEKVO0rolucYClv that Gassendi wanted). It only 
allows that, under certain circumstances, certain Epicureans will rear children, or see 
to their rearing. And this is exactly what Epicurus, in his will, had requested of his 
executors; the phrase used there is &666ocoav . .. .' - Tpo0piv -oT5UTot, "let them 
provide for the rearing of children." Thus, after stating the general prohibition on 
marriage and the getting of children, this passage attributes to Epicurus the minimal 
deviation that is consistent with the terms of his will. And this too suggests to me 
that it does not reflect explicit theoretical discussions in Epicurus' treatises, but 
rather later reflection on the will itself. 

The paleographical demands of the emendation are slight. We suppose that rat 
dropped out after Kai, as the scribe's eye went from like to like, and we suppose that 
the (p was at some time altered to a r, a very natural mistake given the extensive 
similarities between forms of Tp?no and Tp?qxo. 

16. The quotation from Gassendi I take from Chilton's article. 
17. Epictetus, Diatribes 3.22.68-69. 
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The syntactical demand is slightly greater; we must take the future passive with 
the active or middle sense. While this usage is attested for many other verbs, Tp?nw 
among them as we saw above, I have been unable to find a parallel for it with 
Tp?qpw. But I do not take this as a decisive strike against the emendation. Usage is 
fluid, and users follow the pattern of similar words in extending anomalies to new 
cases. The grammarian who feels that Tpa(pqcGcOaa simply cannot take a middle 
sense may try other routes. For instance, Tivdg may originally have been Tivd, even 
Ttlv6R,'8 in which cases the subject switches from the sage to the children, as it does 
in the passage of Epictetus above. 

But that something like this is right seems to me overwhelmingly plausible. We 
should count it pure gain to rid ourselves of "6iaTpaiqc(cEaOat" and the monstrous 
fragment (frag. 591 Us.) that it spawned. No longer must we suppose that the 
Epicurean sage "turns aside from his purpose," or "feels shame in the presence of 
others"-both of them incredible claims for any school to make about its sage. 
Instead, we have a perfectly natural continuation of the earlier discussion, which 
shows that the exceptional circumstances recognized in the case of marriage were 
also recognized in the case of child-rearing-exactly what Epicurus' own will 
tells us. 

The evidence of the will thus coheres with our emendation of the text, and with 
the earlier alteration of Kat [Piv to Kai ptr& or 06& piv. All of these passages 
support the view that Epicurus was on record as advising, in general, against mar- 
riage and childrearing. But he also clearly thought that there were exceptions that 
justified both institutions, at least for certain Epicureans. And he was on record as 
saying this, too-perhaps in explicit comments in theoretical treatises, but at least 
through the contents of his will-so that later Epicureans had to incorporate this into 
their account of the master's views. I think that they were right to do so; nothing in 
the structure of Epicurean hedonism could justify the blanket prohibition. 19 

TAD BRENNAN 

King's College, London 

18. It is worth considering whether better sense could be made of the passage by changing Ttviq to, 
e.g., TtVL or nv6;. The point of T1vd might be to combat the allegation that, if the Epicureans had their 
way, the race would simply die off (e.g., Epict. 3.7.19: ?tivoElq 'EMtKoUpEiOv ir6)tv; "i.yb o6 cyapcq." "'oW' 

?Y(6)- o0 yap YaPcT?T0V.` "dta' o06& 7t16OOtT1T0V.`. ... Ti ObV Y^VlTat; i6OEv ot )toXiTat;). No, some chil- 

dren will still be raised, even in a city of Epicureans. 
The point of Tt6; might be to describe a situation in which the Epicurean rears someone else's child, 

as happens in the will, or as Epictetus is said to have done. Simplicius records the story (Simp. in Epict. 
116.48-52), otherwise unattested, that in his old age Epictetus married and reared a friend's child. This 
could be described, inelegantly, by saying "TO6v Copo6v yotpactv Koti (not06iot Tpopt?cc;0oti Ttvoq," i.e., the 

sage will marry and someone's children will be reared. 
But neither of these alterations seems any improvement on Ttsvci. It seems miiore likely that the qualifier 

arose from the balancing act imposed on later students, by the conflict between Epicurus' generally nega- 
tive comments about child-rearing, and the stipulations of his will. 

19. Thanks are due to Jeffrey Purinton, who taught me much about Epictirus when we were students 
together, and to David Furley, who taught us both. It has been a pleasure to argue with Jeffrey over the 
years, and it is an even greater pleasure to contradict him: in this way, a student of David Furley's is guar- 
anteed to be right (as long as the Epicureans are wrong about the excluded middle!). And, as always, my 
deepest thanks go to Liz Karns. 
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